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ABSTRACT 
 
The deluge of scientific research data has excited the general public, as well as the 
scientific community, with the possibilities for better understanding of scientific 
problems, from climate to culture. For data to be available, researchers must be willing 
and able to share them.  The policies of governments, funding agencies, journals, and 
university tenure and promotion committees also influence how, when, and whether 
research data are shared.  Data are complex objects. Their purposes and the methods 
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by which they are produced vary widely across scientific fields, as do the criteria for 
sharing them. To address these challenges, it is necessary to examine the arguments for 
sharing data and how those arguments match the motivations and interests of the 
scientific community and the public. Four arguments are examined: to make the results 
of publicly funded data available to the public, to enable others to ask new questions of 
extant data, to advance the state of science, and to reproduce research. Libraries need 
to consider their role in the face of each of these arguments, and what expertise and 
systems they require for data curation.  
 
 INTRODUCTION 
 
The data deluge has arrived. Long predicted by the science community [1], the popular 
press is now heralding the wide availability of data for use by anyone, anywhere.  Not 
only has Nature, a premier science journal, published feature sections on “big data” [2; 
3], so have WIRED magazine [4], and the Economist [5].  Libraries are responding with 
reports of their own, assessing what actions they can, should, and should not pursue [6; 
7]. 
 
Grand expectations for the data-rich world include discoveries of new drugs, a better 
understanding of the earth’s climate, and improved ability to examine history and 
culture. The growth of data in the “big sciences” such as astronomy, physics, and biology 
has led not only to new models of science – collectively known as the “Fourth 
Paradigm” – but also to the emergence of new fields of study such as astroinformatics 
and computational biology [8].  Domain scientists and computer scientists work closely 
together in many fields, with varying degrees of tension over their mutual research 
interests. 
 
Along with the proliferation of data has come the concern for how those data are to be 
captured, curated, and maintained for future use. Libraries have become the most likely 
institution to host data, a responsibility they are approaching with some apprehension.  
Data are different objects than books and journals, in ways both obvious and subtle. 
Appropriate economic and institutional models for data curation are far from apparent 
[9].  
 
Unstated assumptions about what are data and why they should be shared underlie the 
library’s concerns about data curation, researchers’ concerns about data release and 
access, and public policies for data sharing. This short paper explores some of those 
assumptions, focusing on the implications for library roles in data curation and for the 
design of curatorial systems.  In considering what roles libraries might play in data 
curation – a theme of this conference – it is useful to explore the perspectives of the 
scientists conducting research that results in the data that libraries may curate. 
 
WHAT ARE DATA? 
 
All too rarely do those promoting the sharing and curation of data define “data” 
explicitly or acknowledge the diversity of forms that data may take. The definition 
established in a National Research Council report suggests the complexity of the 
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concept:  “Data are facts, numbers, letters, and symbols that describe an object, idea, 
condition, situation, or other factors.” [10, p. 15]. The notion of “data” can vary 
considerably among collaborators [11], and even more so between disciplines. 
 
Some types of data have both immediate and enduring value, some gain value over time, 
some have transient value, and yet others are easier to recreate than to curate [12; 13; 
14].  Many of these distinctions depend upon the category of data, as identified in an 
influential National Science Foundation report [15]: observational, computational, 
experimental, and records.   Observational data include weather measurements and 
attitude surveys, either of which may be associated with specific places and times or may 
involve multiple places and times (e.g., cross-sectional, longitudinal studies). 
Computational data result from executing a computer model or simulation, whether for 
physics or cultural virtual reality. Replicating the model or simulation in the future may 
require extensive documentation of the hardware, software, and input data. In some 
cases, only the output of the model might be preserved. Experimental data include 
results from laboratory studies such as measurements of chemical reactions or from 
field experiments such as controlled behavioral studies. Whether sufficient data and 
documentation to reproduce the experiment are kept varies by the cost and 
reproducibility of the experiment. Records of government, business, and public and 
private life also yield useful data for scientific, social scientific, and humanistic research.  
The sciences, which are the subject of the long-lived data report, exemplify all of these 
categories. While useful as a general framework, these four categories tend to obscure 
the many kinds of data that may be collected in any given scholarly endeavor [16].  
 
Investigators collect data for many purposes, using many methods.  Those purposes and 
methods influence both what they consider to be their “data,” and the conditions under 
which they are willing to share those data with others.  The criteria for identifying data 
and for sharing are not well understood yet. Understanding practices, problems, and 
policies for data is an expanding area of research in the fields of information studies and 
social studies of science. Research to date is largely characterized by case studies in 
individual disciplines [17; 18; 19; 16; 20; 21; 22; 23; 24; 25]. 
 
Purposes of Data-Driven Research 
 
Among the many purposes for which data are collected, a few dimensions emerge. 
None of these are distinct scales, but the contrast suggests the range of possibilities 
(Figure 1).  
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Figure 1: Purposes of Data-Driven Research 
 
The first dimension 
illustrated is specificity of 
purpose, ranging from 
hypothesis-driven inquiry 
to synoptic survey 
research. An investigator 
might be pursuing a 
specific question, often at 
a specific site, perhaps 
about a specific 
phenomenon, to test one 
or more hypotheses.  This 
type of research might 
take place in a laboratory, 
in a field setting, or some 
combination. At the other 
end of this dimension are 
synoptic surveys.  These are surveys that attempt to provide a comprehensive view of 
some whole entity or system, such as the earth or sky. Global climate modeling depends 
upon consistent data collection of climate phenomena around the world at agreed upon 
times, locations, and variables [26]. Synoptic sky surveys such as the Sloan Digital Sky 
Survey [27], Panoramic Survey Telescope and Rapid Response System (PAN-STARRS) 
[28], and Large Synoptic Sky Telescope (LSST) [29] are producing – or will soon 
produce – a deluge of astronomy data.  Multiple synoptic surveys of ecological and 
geophysical data also exist [17].  Synoptic surveys are massive efforts that usually 
require substantial amounts of public or private funding.  They are conducted to serve a 
large community and thus usually the data are made publicly available. Investigators and 
others can mine the data to ask their own questions or to identify bases for comparison 
with data from other sources. 
 
A second dimension of purposes is the range of specificity from studies that describe 
particular kinds of events or phenomena to studies that model entire systems.  Climate 
research provides examples along this dimension.  Weather data, in the short term, can 
be used to describe or predict rain, snow, wind or other events. Those data can be 
combined with other kinds of data that have long-term value, and with principles of 
physics, to model the climate of the earth [26].  Ecology data provide a contrasting 
example.  Researchers may be studying a specific phenomenon such as harmful algal 
blooms (HAB). They may collect data for months or even years to capture events 
before, during, and after an HAB event [30; 31]. Their goal is to understand the 
processes that trigger an event and how those processes evolve. It has proven difficult 
to aggregate the study of such biological events into comprehensive systems models of 
the type used in climate research [17], due largely to differences in data characteristics. 
Whereas the physical sciences have established constants and standard measures, 
biological organisms are individually distinct, requiring specialized methods and measures 
[13]. 
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A third dimension of purposes is from experimental to theoretical research.  Sometimes 
an investigator sets up an experiment to control some variables and to test others. 
While feasible in a laboratory, few opportunities exist to control the atmosphere or the 
universe.  In the latter case, experiments can be conducted on theoretical models, 
which is commonly done with elaborate models such as those for climate.  In theoretical 
research, whether climate or astronomy, data may be simulated, rather than collected 
from “the real world.”  Experiments and models can be recreated, and thus the data 
may not be curated for the long term. Observations of the physical universe, in contrast, 
occur at a unique place and time and can never be reconstructed. Thus more emphasis 
usually is placed on curating observations [12].  
 
A fourth dimension is where the intended purpose of a study falls on a continuum from 
short-term to long-term research.  A scientist may conduct a small number of 
experiments or field studies to explore a problem.  That set of studies may or may not 
be part of a larger, long-term body of research.  Small studies may cumulate into larger 
endeavors; in that case, the data from each individual study may become more valuable 
as the data cumulate, enabling comparisons across time periods and locations.  
Longitudinal data with consistent measurements are more valuable than are descriptions 
of isolated events over time.  
 
Methods of Data-Driven Research 
 
The methods by which data-driven research are conducted are at least as diverse as the 
purposes they serve.  As with the dimensions of purposes outlined above, this selection 
of research methods is intended to be illustrative rather than exhaustive (Figure 2).   
 
Figure 2: Methods of Data-Driven Research 
 
The first dimension of 
methods ranges from the 
individual investigator 
working alone to large 
collaborative teams.  
Individuals working alone 
have complete control 
over their methods and 
their data. Teams, who 
may be widely distributed, 
have to agree upon what 
data will be collected, by 
what methods, and who 
has the rights and 
responsibilities to analyze, 
publish, and release those 
data [32; 21; 33]. 
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A second dimension of methods is the degree of handling necessary to acquire data.  
Investigators in ecology, for example, may spend days, weeks, or months in the field 
collecting physical samples of soil, water, or plants, which then must be processed in a 
laboratory to extract data – a process that also may require days, weeks, or months.  In 
highly instrumented disciplines such as astronomy and high-energy physics, instruments 
that observe phenomena in the sky or in accelerators generate vast amounts of data. 
Those instruments require many years to build, and are based on long-term 
collaborations among scientists and technologists. Generally speaking, the more hand-
crafted the data collection, the less likely that researchers will share their data [34], but 
practices vary so widely across fields and research teams that any such generalizations 
are difficult to make. 
 
The third dimension of methods concerns the markup, or documentation of data. Rarely 
are data self-describing.  When data are collected by hand, such as gathering physical 
samples, the actual “data” may be instrument readings (e.g., a type of nitrate as indicated 
by a voltage measurement on a sensor, or concentration of a bacterium in parts per 
million of water). Whether the numbers are hand-written or machine generated, they 
must be associated with a specific sample. Other information such as the type of 
machine, its calibration, the time, date, and place of data collection, and the method by 
which the sample was captured are necessary to interpret any given data point.  In the 
most highly instrumented research, such as sky surveys, instruments capture contextual 
information about the data. Even so, considerable expertise is required to assess the 
accuracy of data and metadata in these research environments, as minute errors in 
calibration can influence analysis and interpretation significantly. 
 
A fourth dimension of methods is the range of control of the data. The smaller and 
more geographically constrained the research team, the more likely they are to control 
all aspects of their data management. Spreadsheets often suffice for data management 
and analysis, especially if the number of observations and data elements is small.  
Spreadsheets may be the lowest common denominator among small research groups, 
and provide the means for data exchange within or between teams [35].  At the other 
end of this dimension are the large repositories necessary to manage the flood of data 
from telescopes, particle detectors, and other research instruments.  Polices for access 
to data repositories in astronomy, physics, seismology, genomics and other fields vary 
widely.  In some cases, only the teams that contribute data have access to the pool, and 
in others, data are open for use by anyone, immediately. Embargo periods, in which 
investigators have first access to the data, also vary widely.  
 
WHY SHARE RESEARCH DATA? 
 
 
As is evident from the above discussion of the purposes and methods of data-driven 
research, investigators (and their collaborators, students, and staff) devote massive 
amounts of physical and intellectual labor to collecting, managing, and analyzing their 
data and to publishing their results. They weigh a number of considerations in 
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determining when, how, why, and whether to share their data with others.  Researchers 
also have disparate views about which classes of information actually are their “data.”   
 
The following discussion is largely concerned with the incentives and disincentives of 
scientific investigators and their research partners to share data. These considerations 
are somewhat different for synoptic surveys.  Generally speaking, the latter are multi-
year efforts to gather a critical mass of data that are intended for use by the scientific 
community, although some survey projects are intended for use only by the 
collaborators funded on that study.  Even in large synoptic surveys, investigators may 
have embargo periods before data are released to other scientists. 
 
Researchers’ Incentives and Disincentives to Share Data 
 
Incentives for researchers to share their data include the ethos of open science and 
peer review; the value of collaborating with others, for which data may be the “glue;” 
benefits to reputation; and reciprocity.  Depositing one’s data may be a condition of 
gaining access to the data of others, and of access to useful tools for analysis and 
management. Coercion may also play a role: some funding agencies or individual grant 
contracts may require data contribution as a condition for funding.   
 
Researchers also have multiple incentives not to share their data. In most fields, the 
rewards come from publication, not from data management. Scholars are hired and 
promoted based on their publication record rather than on the quality of their 
metadata. Secondly, documenting data is a labor-intensive process even for local use.  
Documenting methods, instrumentation, and software, and producing metadata at a 
level that the data are interpretable by others, can require much more labor than 
documentation for use by oneself or one’s team. Thirdly, researchers are concerned 
about establishing the priority of their claims on research findings in the face of 
competition.  Embargo periods, where they exist, protect the investigator by providing a 
period of time to analyze data and publish results prior to the public release of their 
data.  Lastly is the set of concerns for intellectual property, both the ability to control 
one’s own resources and the ability to gain access to resources controlled by others 
[16].  
 
Policy Arguments for Sharing Research Data 
 
The policy motivations for sharing research data are many, but rarely are they 
connected explicitly to the incentives of researchers to share their data with others or 
to the reasons for which libraries might curate data. Policy arguments for sharing data – 
some explicit and some implicit – vary along two dimensions, as presented in Figure 3.   
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Figure 3: Motivations 
and interests in sharing 
data 
 
On the vertical axis is 
the motivation for 
sharing, either toward 
the value of data for the 
public (bottom) or 
toward the value of the 
data for science (top). 
On the horizontal axis is 
the locus of the interests 
served, either toward 
the producers of data 
(left) or the prospective 
users of the data (right).  Neither dimension is absolute; the poles represent relative 
positions of people or situations. For example, a scientist or policy maker may make 
one argument on behalf of the producer of data and another on behalf of the users. 
Similarly, an argument made in the name of science may also benefit the public good.  
 
While these may seem to be subtle distinctions, the arguments can lead to markedly 
different levels of data sharing by the scientific community and to very different policy 
and design models by the library community. Four arguments for sharing research data 
are introduced, in the inverse order in which they resonate with the scientific 
community.  These are general statements made in the interest of provoking discussion 
among librarians and policy makers, as a detailed treatment of these issues would 
require a book-length discourse. National and international policies for sharing data will 
be addressed in another session at this conference.   
 
1. To make the results of publicly funded data available to the public 
 
The most general argument in favor of sharing research data applies to research that 
was conducted with public funds.  If taxpayer monies produced the research, then the 
taxpayers should have access to the results. U.S. public policy tends more in this 
direction than most other countries; the law waives copyright protection on data and 
information directly produced by government agencies, putting those materials into the 
public domain [36]. Data and information resulting from research grants to universities 
and other research agencies do not fall under the same law. However, the public monies 
for public good argument is the motivation for depositing publications arising from 
funding by the U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH) into PubMed Central, for 
example [37]. The Wellcome Trust, which is the largest funder of biomedical research 
in the United Kingdom, has similar policies [38; 39].  Both NIH and the Wellcome Trust 
also have policies about depositing or making available the data from funded research, at 
least for grants over a certain size [40; 41; 42].  Biomedical data and publications have a 
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substantial audience, including biomedical researchers, clinicians, the pharmaceutical 
industry, and patients.  
 
The public monies-public goods argument has succeeded in the biomedical research 
community for the deposit of publications; but not without resistance, especially on the 
part of publishers.  The U.S. National Science Foundation has discussed similar policies 
for its grants for many years, but has not yet implemented a general policy.  The NSF 
grant policy manual contains statements that investigators are expected to make their 
data available upon request [43]. However, these statements are difficult to enforce.  
They do not contain specific language defining what “data” are to be released, for 
example.  Given the plethora of physical and intellectual objects that might be 
considered data, and the amount of contextual information required to make sense of 
them, a uniform policy across an agency that supports research in many disciplines, as 
NSF does, may be infeasible.  Multiple policies, adapted to specific disciplinary units 
within NSF, are under discussion. 
 
The public monies for public good argument for making research data available is too 
general to gain strong support in the scientific community.  This argument is positioned 
in the lower right quadrant of Figure 3, as one driven by the interests of the general 
public and potential data users. Arguments that emphasize benefits to the scientific 
community are gaining more traction. 
 
2. To enable others to ask new questions of extant data 
 
A more focused argument is that sharing data enables others to ask new questions, 
whether from an individual dataset or by combining multiple sources.  This is a user-
driven argument that often ignores the incentives for the producers of those data to 
release them. Given the investment in acquiring those data and the additional effort 
necessary to make them useful to others, researchers often ask why they should release 
their data without some specific benefit to themselves. At a minimum, most researchers 
want attribution for any data used by others. 
 
WIRED magazine [4], in its enthusiasm for the many potential uses of publicly available 
scientific data, went so far as to proclaim “the end of theory” – suggesting that the 
scientific method can be abandoned in favor of data mining. This is a naïve argument that 
ignores both the complexity of data and the amount of expertise required to interpret 
them.  Data are of little value without adequate data description and documentation of 
associated context information.  Considerable expertise in the research domain is 
required to interpret data accurately and reliably.  Access to data does not a scientist 
make. Among the most common reasons that scientists give for not sharing their data 
are concerns that their data will be misinterpreted, misused, or misappropriated 
without credit [16]. 
 
The argument that data should be made available so that others can use them is more 
science-driven than the general notion of public monies for public goods, in that science 
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questions are articulated.  Hence the argument is placed higher in the public-goods 
motivation / user-driven interests quadrant of Figure 3 than the first argument.   
 
3. To advance the state of science 
 
A much stronger argument for sharing data is one that focuses on how science can be 
advanced by sharing data.  This is the “fourth paradigm” argument: computational 
science constitutes a new set of methods beyond empiricism, theory, and simulation 
[44; 45; 8]. Data are not a method per se, but are a rich resource for any of the 
empirical, theoretical, simulation, or computational paradigms [46]. 
 
Scientists – rather than policy makers and journalists – are arguing for the benefits of 
sharing data to achieve critical mass.  These arguments appear to resonate more in data-
intensive fields that benefit from synoptic surveys, such as astronomy, and fields in which 
comparisons across time and space are beneficial, such as some areas of biology and 
ecology.  When data are shared quickly and openly, researchers can draw upon each 
others’ data more readily. For example, some sky-based telescope missions alert other 
astronomy projects when something of interest is spotted, enabling other investigators 
to turn their instruments toward the specified coordinates. Thus one instrument might 
identify an object or event and an unrelated project might obtain follow-up 
observations.  
 
Data-intensive fields where data have high monetary value and much of the research is 
privately funded, such as chemistry, are far less inclined to share their data [47; 48].  
Establishing open data and metadata standards for chemistry has been highly contentious 
in comparison to other scientific fields [49].  Chemists using public funds to conduct 
research in academe thus may find themselves at a disadvantage to other scientific fields 
in terms of access to data. 
 
Data sharing to advance the state of science is placed in the upper half of Figure 3, 
spanning the interests of research data producers and users.  This argument is the 
cornerstone for the Data Conservancy, which is one of the two consortia initially 
funded by the National Science Foundation in the DataNet Program [50; 51]: 
The Data Conservancy (DC) embraces a shared vision: scientific data 
curation is a means to collect, organize, validate and preserve data so that 
scientists can find new ways to address the grand research challenges that 
face society.  The Data Conservancy will research, design, implement, 
deploy and sustain data curation infrastructure for cross-disciplinary 
discovery with an emphasis on observational data. 
 
Data curation thus is viewed as a means to support science rather than an end in itself.  
Our work on astronomers and astronomy data practices is part of this effort; our 
partners are studying data practices in an array of bioinformatics and physical science 
fields [52].  
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Although we are in the early stages of this research project, we can begin to 
characterize how data curation and data sharing may serve as a means to advance 
science.  One aspect of this approach is that the design of systems should be driven by 
scientific needs rather than by data management per se.  Scientists want the capability to 
explore data repositories, as well as to make specific queries on structured data.  A 
related matter is the need for tools and services that support scientific inquiry.  
 
Our interviews to date on this project suggest that most astronomers will contribute 
their data in return for access to the collective resources, especially if they have the 
funding to do so.  Some astronomers have noted that their data receives heavy use 
when they become available, which demonstrates their value to their funding agencies.  
Embargo practices in astronomy vary considerably. In some cases, investigators have 
exclusive control of their data for a proprietary period of one year or more. In other 
projects, data are released to the community within a few hours of their capture by a 
telescope.  While those investigators may not have a time advantage, they still gain 
advantages by being most familiar with the instruments.   
 
The advancing science argument for sharing data is placed in the science-driven half of 
Figure 3, spanning the interests of science-data producers and science-data users.   
 
4. To reproduce research 
 
A narrower argument for sharing research data, but a very important one, is the need 
to reproduce research results.  Peer review depends upon the ability of reviewers or 
referees to judge the reliability and validity of a research report based on the 
information provided.  In only a few fields do reviewers attempt to reanalyze or verify 
data or to reconstruct all the steps in a mathematical proof or other procedure.  Even 
when data are included with a journal article or conference paper, rarely is enough 
information provided to reproduce the results.  Instrument details and calibration may 
be omitted, or lab-specific practices not documented in sufficient detail.  This is normal 
practice, both because journal space constraints discourage elaborate methods sections 
and because research expertise relies upon tacit knowledge that is not easily 
documented [53; 54].  Yet whenever papers are withdrawn from major journals, 
questions are raised about what the reviewers knew – or should have known – about 
the data and procedures [55; 56; 57; 58]. 
 
The cyberinfrastructure [59] that supports today’s distributed, data-intensive, 
information-intensive, collaborative research has the potential to support reproducible 
results.  To do so, published articles and papers can be linked directly to the data on 
which they are based.  Reproducibility usually requires access to the software associated 
with research instruments and data analysis. Technical standards now exist to establish 
links between related scholarly objects such as journal articles, data, and code [60; 61].  
In principle, reproducibility could be achieved by linking all data and documentation 
related to a specific publication, thus achieving a long-sought scientific goal [62; 63; 64; 
65].   
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However, the goal of reproducibility remains elusive for several reasons.  One reason is 
that the software used to collect or analyze data rarely maintains a precise record of the 
systems at each transaction [66].  Data analysis often consists of selecting a series of 
parameters (e.g., using radio buttons on a screen) on many statistical runs.  Given the 
complexity of the data, models, software, and associated information, reconstructing 
computation-based research precisely is difficult.  Workflow and pipeline systems that 
call various other programs are used for managing data and analysis in some fields, but 
even these programs provide less than perfect records of data provenance, i.e., each 
state in which the data existed [67].  
 
Another major hurdle is legal requirements.  For research to be fully reproducible, a 
licensing regime is needed to provide access to proprietary software and to data [64].  
Recent changes in copyright law, especially in Europe where proprietary claims can be 
made on factual matters, make legal access to digital data even more problematic [36]. 
Yet another barrier is the practices of scholarly journals and conferences, and their 
ability – or willingness – to host data or to provide links to sources. The permanence of 
such hosting and linking is also an issue [68]. 
 
Reproducibility, while often mentioned as a motivation to share data, is actually a 
narrow argument.  Reproducibility involves the ability to reconstruct the products and 
processes associated with a specific publication, whereas the argument for advancing 
science is more concerned with access to large repositories of data. The reproducibility 
argument is placed higher on the science-driven axis in Figure 3, as it is more strongly 
focused on scientific matters than on the public good. To the degree that the research 
in a publication is reproducible, authors’ claims would be unassailable. Data users’ 
interests would be served by the verification of claims on which they could build.  Given 
the burden on authors to document their work to this level – which is not always 
possible – this argument is classified as more user-driven than producer-driven. 
 
LIBRARY INTERESTS IN SHARING RESEARCH DATA 
 
Libraries need to assess the relevance of each of these policy arguments for their own 
situations. Their choices will influence the expertise required and the services to be 
provided.  Discipline-specific data repositories operated by funding agencies such as 
NASA or by consortia such as those supporting the Protein Databank face different sets 
of issues than those of libraries, which are the focus of this conference. 
 
Policy responses 
 
Curating research data is primarily a concern of research libraries.  This class of libraries 
serves a constituency of researchers, thus the latter two arguments are most likely to 
apply to their situations. National and other governmental libraries may need to 
respond to this full spectrum of arguments, and more.  Their selection, collection, and 
curation policies may be at least as complex as those of university research libraries. 
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If data curation is viewed as a means to advance science – the third argument – then 
libraries need to partner closely with investigators in the sciences and in other 
disciplines they serve.  Because data vary so much by field, and by investigator, generic 
approaches to data collection are not feasible.  Collection development policies may 
differ between academic departments or even between projects.   
 
Scientists need access to data and to associated tools and services.  In distributed 
cyberinfrastructure environments, they may be indifferent to the location of data, tools, 
or services.  Libraries may play a role in the development of metadata, ontologies, and 
tools, in methods of tracking provenance, and in establishing policies for data deposit 
and access.  These responsibilities may be separable from those of managing the data 
per se.  
 
Libraries should be particularly supportive of reproducibility because this notion is 
central to the scholarly record.  Libraries, as memory institutions, have shouldered the 
burden of maintaining the scholarly record.  Sustaining the continuity of scholarship has 
become ever more difficult as the array of publication types and venues proliferates. 
 
Reproducibility would require a radical extension of cataloging and indexing to include 
the full network of associated objects.  Reproducibility requires elaborate metadata 
relationship structures, far beyond current practices such as FRBR [69]. Library licensing 
practices would need to be expanded radically to address the rights issues associated 
with access to related materials.   
 
Expertise and Services 
 
Libraries as institutions and librarians as information professionals bring a variety of 
essential capabilities to the problems of research data sharing, curation, and access.  
These capabilities include expertise in metadata, provenance, licensing, intellectual 
property, curation, information retrieval, scholarly communication, and publishing.  
While expertise developed for managing published materials does not translate directly 
to managing data – a very different type of content – expertise can be adapted, again 
through partnerships and study.  Educating the next generation of librarians and 
information professionals in data practices, management, and curation also is essential. 
New courses and curricula on data issues are being taught at several schools of 
information, including UCLA, Illinois, and North Carolina.  
 
The role of libraries in research institutions is evolving from a focus on reader services 
to a focus on author services (an insight first voiced by Kimberly Douglas of Caltech). 
The processes associated with gathering or producing research data are a form of 
authorship, whether or not the researchers accept that view [70].  Faculty, students, 
post-doctoral fellows, and other research staff are authors of data and of publications. 
The present and future models of publishing require authors to handle much of the 
pipeline themselves, not only research and writing, but also formatting, metadata, 
posting, linking, and submission processes.  Libraries are in a position to assist their 
communities in all of these activities, part of which will be assisting them in sharing their 
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data in usable forms.  Whether or not the libraries hold the data of the researchers they 
serve, libraries will play essential roles in facilitating the processes of sharing and using 
research data.  
 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
Research data have become essential scholarly resources to be captured and curated for 
reuse – but which data, why, and for whose interests?  Libraries need to address all of 
these questions if they are to play a role in selecting, collecting, organizing, curating, and 
providing access to research data as they have for other scholarly content over the 
millennia.   
 
For data to be available for selection and curation, they must be shared by those who 
collected or produced them. Data are complex, messy objects that take many forms.  
Any individual datapoint or dataset can be transformed multiple times from origin to its 
use in a publication, and beyond.  Data are difficult to define. We know that metadata 
are needed to describe them and that provenance records are important in interpreting 
them. But what is the “them”? Lacking a precise definition, data can be viewed along 
four dimensions of the purposes for which they are collected and four dimensions of 
research methods. The examples in this paper are drawn from the sciences. The array 
of purposes and methods is far greater when the full range of data useful to the social 
sciences and humanities is also considered [16; 71]. 
 
The reasons to share data are many and varied. Four arguments are presented for 
sharing research data: 
1. To make the results of publicly funded data available to the public 
2. To enable others to ask new questions of extant data 
3. To advance the state of science 
4. To reproduce research 
 
These arguments can be assessed along two axes: from public-driven to science-driven 
motivations, and from data-producer driven to data-user driven interests.  The 
arguments interact in complex ways with notions of data.  Researchers’ incentives (and 
disincentives) to share their data depend on both the reasons for sharing and on their 
investments in their data.  The first two arguments are the most driven by public 
interests and are presented from the perspective of those who wish to use data 
produced by other parties. The latter two arguments, which also benefit the public, are 
framed more in the interests of data producers, and serve science more directly.  As 
these latter arguments are more effective with the science community, they also align 
with the interests of the library community.  
 
Science-driven design starts with the interests of the scientific community. While that 
may seem an obvious statement, it is a goal more difficult to accomplish than it appears.  
The “science community” does not speak with one voice. Nor does the “astronomy 
community,” the “biology community,” or any other individual field. Learning the 
interests of a given community, however narrowly or broadly defined, requires close 
engagement and study.  The social study of science dates to the mid-20th century [72; 
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73; 74], and the interest in practices associated with data has accelerated in the last 
decade [16; 53; 26].  Social science and humanities research practices have received far 
less attention; studies of these also are needed [71]. 
 
Initiatives such as the NSF DataNet program [51] endeavor to bring scientists, librarians, 
and systems developers together to understand data-driven design. Multiple, parallel 
studies of individual research groups and communities are underway to inform the 
policy and design of library data curation. 
 
Already we are learning that science-driven design means selecting and organizing data 
to reflect specific practices. At one extreme, very fine details of instrument design and 
calibration must be associated with data. Multi-dimensional temporal and spatial 
coordinates also may be essential. At the other extreme, scientists would like to be able 
to explore massive repositories of data without having to know those fine details. To 
paraphrase one of the astronomers we interviewed, “only about 10% of all our data has 
‘eyes on.’ We rely on the analytical tools to see the rest of it.” Several have expressed 
concern over the design of current data repositories, which may be optimized for 
database performance rather than for scientific inquiry.  Similar insights likely exist for 
any field whose data may be curated by libraries; they await study and partnership. 
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